This is a supplement to accompany the Open Coding Analysis article under Grounded Theory on
the Research Methodology Group
https://research.phoenix.edu/content/research-methodology-group/open-coding-analysis

Empowering the Potential of Original Greatness
Transpersonal leadership is a spiritual practice that begins with the leader becoming a
well being. This practice involves purifying intentions, honoring what is sacred, and believing in
sustainability by recognizing the potential within every individual. In the process of becoming a
well being, the practitioner reestablishes the connection with Original Greatness, an innate
knowing part of Spirit. The practitioner sets an example for others to follow by practicing Ecoawareness, demonstrating the principles of Eco-Unity, and encouraging others to reestablish the
connection with Original Greatness to become a well being. The transpersonal leader brings
innate knowing to the surface, first on the personal level which radiates light into the
potentiator’s environment, while simultaneously contributing to collective awareness. Eco-Unity
development is applied with acts of compassion.
The transpersonal leader has been initiated with spiritual transformation , first on a
personal level, and then applies true leadership with the practice of Eco-Unity in everyday
interactions. With pure intention, right thinking comes into play, resulting in right action, with an
open heart full of compassion. Through this practice greater understanding is achieved. Believing
in the possible person initiates a deeper awareness of our relationship with each other, serving a
greater purpose, which is our place in Eco-Unity. Pure intentions are commenced by becoming
an observer, or becoming the watchman at the door of thought. The practice Eco-Unity involves
paying attention to thoughts that surface, and only accepting those aligned with Eco-Unity. In
relationship interactions the potentiator has the opportunity to practice sincere listening with an
open heart. With an open heart an awareness of our connectedness is established, bringing deeper
meaning to everyday interactions with others.
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I experienced deep inner peace from this practice. My desire is always to return home
where I feel relaxed within my personal sacred space. Practicing Eco-Unity awareness I suddenly
felt at home no matter where I was. I felt a deep relaxing peace, with the comfortable feeling of
being at home, feeling free to express my authentic feelings, moment by moment as I realized
that sacred space comes with presence. This week I felt at home in traffic, at work, in the store,
in public, a neighbors’s house, and even in the court house. Spiritual awareness is recognizing
and honoring what is sacred, including the ability to believe in the possible person, knowing
there is Original Greatness within every individual. Awareness facilitates Eco-Unity. Honoring
the practice of potentiating Original Greatness within others becomes a responsibility of the
transpersonal leader. With wisdom comes responsibility which requires us to practice what we
know as the deeper truth.
Believing in sustainability is to recognize the potential for well being in every individual
and community. A healthy world begins with the healthy individuals, possesses healthy
intentions and thoughts, by allowing only what is pure center focus. Self-awareness leads to ecoawareness, which will reveal opportunities to construct meaning from interactions within
relationships. The transpersonal leader is in a continual process of learning and discovery by
remaining open. Inner peace is developed during this practice, which allows us to accept the
unpredictability of life. Acceptance of the present moment strengthens our faith in trusting the
process, and radiates with the awareness of unlimited possibilities for full self-actualization to
occur.
0Gaining this freedom can be a struggle while learning to overcome habitual patterns of
thinking. Inner knowing offers guidance to follow through with the practice. Spirit innately
desires to return to Original Greatness. Soul innately seeks for ways to express Original
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Greatness. Spirit and Soul merge with intention towards finding ethical approaches to draw out
human potential. Transpersonal leadership as a potentiating art empowers others as the truth is
demonstrated through practice. Compassion changes lives. Kind words and deeds are worthless
without sincerity. True meaning and purpose are channeled through the heart. There is a scripture
referring to this as “faith without works is dead.” (James 2:26) The potentiator’s intention is to
heal relationships with each other, and with our planet through the practice of compassion, and
honoring what is sacred in the possible person.
Original Greatness is original goodness that is within everything that God made. “And
God saw everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.” (Gen 1:31) Believing in
the potential for goodness is the foundation of Eco-Unity. Divine is our connection to all things.
Divine goodness makes integration possible. Pure intention, mutual respect, with kind
consideration is the collaboration of potential that becomes something beautiful and real, EcoUnity.
Conscious living is practiced by remembering the difference between our life, and our life
situation. Life is eternal. Life situations are a temporal experience. Wellness of being knows this
truth without ceasing to practice Eco-Unity in every relationship. Life is Spirit. Spirit is the
Or0iginal Greatness in the possible person. The transpersonal leader contributes healing energies
that work on all levels, intellectual, emotional, physical, social and collective. Intentions purify
thought and emotion with a sense of gratitude for the goodness life has to offer, and the result
has a positive effect on the quality of experience and in life situations. Focused intention works
like magic moving from thought to manifestation on the personal level, while radiating light for
others to recognize and connect with the current of Original Greatness. Gratitude is an essential
aspect of potentiating energy that is revealed in our interaction with others.
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Providing a space for authentic expression is shared through a simple smile or through
sharing deep feelings. Developing Eco-awareness is a process of sharing our authenticity, and of
having faith in infinite possibilities with an innovative confidence. The sense of purpose is to
develop the capacity to empower others, to develop a balanced Eco-Unity society. With pure
intentions and compassion warmth penetrates every barrier. Compassion can only be expressed
through a pure heart, which draws others to well being. The result of our labor may take time,
patience, a season, or a succession of seasons.
Tilling the ground is self work. Planting seeds is done by demonstrating compassion and
kindness. Watering is done with the spirit of gratitude. Sunshine is the recognition of beauty.
Inner light shines outward, giving life to all it touches. Weeding out thoughts that are not aligned
with Original Greatness will protect what is sacred. The harvest benefits everyone with a
balanced ecological system manifested as an Eco-unified society. This harvest of goodness is a
reason to celebrate life with greater purpose. Every interaction and relationship is an opportunity
to express the awareness of our connection with each other with pure intentions and expressions
of goodness with an open heart.
Balance is created in Eco-Unity through heartfelt giving and receiving with gratitude.
Transpersonal leadership demonstrates truth as a practice. “The best sermon ever preached was
the truth practiced” as my mother has often said. Listening with readiness to learn develops into
the capacity to empower others, with openness to new ways of doing things through creativity.
Contemplating questions with curiosity develops into awareness of potential. Eco-Unity
constructs meaning from everything we think, say, and do. The vibrant collaboration of potential
is established through our relationships with each other, and with our connection to nature and
Earth as one ecosystem. Personal transformation develops into higher levels of consciousness,
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leading to intellectual maturity, emotional stability, spiritual fulfillment, physical well being, and
social unity. Creative solutions are abundant when souls are connected to the spiritual current of
collective awareness, bringing to the surface greater possibilities that are aligned with ecological
wisdom.
The spiritual practice of transpersonal leadership begins with the leader becoming a well
being, with purified intentions, honoring what is sacred, believing in sustainability, and
recognizing and believing in the possible person. The transpersonal leader believes in Original
Greatness within every individual, and knows this is the core of spiritual inner knowing that
seeks well being. Practicing Eco-Unity brings deeper meaning into every relationship and
interaction. The demonstration provided by the transpersonal leader encourages others to become
a well being, to connect with authentic expression, and to fulfill the desire for wholeness.
Through authentic creative expression lives are touched with the desire to partake in Eco-Unity
practice, and contribute to the collective awareness of Eco-Unity development. With pure
intentions every person has the potential to contribute healing to the world.
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